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ABSTRACT: IPCC Assessment Report 4 model projections suggest that the subtropical dry zones of
the world will both dry and expand poleward in the future due to greenhouse warming. The US
Southwest is particularly vulnerable in this regard and model projections indicate a progressive drying
there out to the end of the 21st century. At the same time, the USA has been in a state of drought over
much of the West for about 10 years now. While severe, this turn of the century drought has not yet
clearly exceeded the severity of two exceptional droughts in the 20th century. So while the
coincidence between the turn of the century drought and projected drying in the Southwest is cause
for concern, it is premature to claim that the model projections are correct. At the same time, great new
insights into past drought variability over North America have been made through the development of
the North American Drought Atlas from tree rings. Analyses of this drought atlas have revealed past
megadroughts of unprecedented duration in the West, largely in the Medieval period about 1000 years
ago. A vastly improved Living Blended Drought Atlas (LBDA) for North America now under development reveals these megadroughts in far greater detail. The LBDA indicates the occurrence of the same
Medieval megadroughts in the West and similar-scale megadroughts in the agriculturally and
commercially important Mississippi Valley. Possible causes of these megadroughts and their implications for the future are discussed. Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
KEYWORDS: megadrought; North America; IPCC; hydroclimatic change; palaeoclimate.

Introduction
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
recently released its Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), ‘Climate
Change 2007’ on the causes, impacts and possible response
strategies to future climate change. In the Working Group I
report on ‘The Physical Science Basis’ (IPCC, 2007), a detailed
examination of model-based projections of future global
climate change was conducted (Meehl et al., 2007). Among
those was a multi-model assessment of projected changes in
precipitation and surface water from 1999 to 2099 based on the
medium A1B forcing scenario that increases greenhouse gas
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emissions until 2050 and gradually decreases them thereafter
(Nakicenovic and Swart, 2000).
Figure 1 shows these results mapped globally as differences
in annual means for 2080–2099 relative to 1980–1999. Each
map shows a progressive drying in the subtropical latitudes that
is especially evident over southern North America and the
Mediterranean region of the Northern Hemisphere. The
physical basis for these projected changes is described in
Held and Soden (2006) and Seager et al. (2007b) as being
associated with, first, a drying of the already dry subtropics and
a moistening of the wetter deep tropics and mid-latitudes, as a
consequence of an intensification of the atmospheric hydrological cycle and, second, a poleward expansion of the Hadley
Cell and poleward shift of the mid-latititude storm tracks. Both
mechanisms are a robust response of the atmosphere to
greenhouse gas-induced warming. Progressive drying of dry
subtropical areas and a poleward expansion of these zones
explain the pattern of enhanced aridity projected for the future
in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1 Multi-model mean changes in (a) precipitation (mm d1), (b) soil moisture content (%), (c) runoff (mm d1) and (d) evaporation (mm d1). To
indicate consistency in the sign of change, regions are stippled where at least 80% of models agree on the sign of the mean change. Changes are annual
means for the period 2080–2099 relative to 1980–1999. Soil moisture and runoff changes are shown at land points with valid data from at least 10
models. From Meehl et al. (2007). Figure courtesy of IPCC (http://www.ipcc.ch/graphics/graphics/ar4-wg1/jpg/fig-10–12.jpg)

Seager et al. (2007b) went one step further and examined the
same IPCC A1B model runs for a restricted region of North
America that showed strong evidence of projected drying: ‘the
Southwest’ (all land between 95–1258 W and 25–408 N). This
region includes both the southwestern USA and northern
Mexico. Figure 2 shows the summary plots of modelled
precipitation (P), evaporation (E), and the difference between
them (PE) averaged over the Southwest for each year from
1900 to 2098 across all models. All three variables indicate
progressive drying over the region, especially after 1990. This
finding prompted Seager et al. (2007b) to suggest that the
transition to a more arid climate should already be under way in
the Southwest – if the models are correct.

At this time, we do not know with any certainty if the model
projections examined by Seager et al. (2007b) are correct.
Indeed, the emissions scenarios used in these studies are a
decade old now and, in fact, actual emissions over these years
have exceeded the IPCC worst-case scenarios. Clearly,
emissions scenarios and simulations with actual, historical,
trace gas concentrations need to be updated. However, despite
these uncertainties and coincidental or not, climate over the
western USA (‘the West’ – defined here as the coterminous USA
west of 958 W) does appear to have entered a protracted period
of elevated aridity that began around 1999. Because this
drought mostly occupies the beginning decade of the 21st
century, we refer to it here as the ‘turn of the century drought’

Figure 2 Modelled changes in annual mean precipitation minus evaporation (PE) over the ‘the Southwest’ averaged over an ensemble of 19
separate models using the same A1B forcing scenario. The median (red line) and 25th and 75th percentiles (pink shading) of the PE distribution among
the 19 models are shown, as are the ensemble medians of P (blue line) and E (green line) for the period common to all models (1900–2098). From
Seager et al. (2007b)
Copyright ß 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3 Mid-summer drought maps for the USA since 2001. These maps show the complex spatial patterns of drought that make up the 21st-century
drought. While its intensity has waxed and waned (cf. the 2002 and 2005 maps), the drought has not truly ended yet. Figure created from downloaded
US Drought Monitor maps (http://www.drought.unl.edu/dm/monitor.html)

(sensu MacDonald et al., 2008). The spatial impact of this
drought over the USA for the mid-summer season is shown
since 2001 (Fig. 3; maps from the US Drought Monitor;
Svoboda et al., 2002). As many large-scale droughts tend to be,
it is a spatially complex pattern that can change rapidly from
year to year (cf. 2006 and 2007). Indeed, a serious drought
developed in the US Southeast in 2006 and has persisted since,
although this is not an area that is confidently expected to dry as
a consequence of global warming (see Fig. 1). The West,
however, for the most part, has been in an overall state of
drought up to and including the 2008 summer. Here, the
observations presently available are at least consistent with the
climate projections due to greenhouse gas forcing described by
Meehl et al. (2007) and Seager et al. (2007b).

How does the turn of the century drought
compare to 20th-century droughts?
Given the reasonably strong consistency between the observations and model projections during the first decade of the new
millennium, it is useful to place the 21st-century drought in a
longer-term perspective. To begin, how does the 21st-century
drought compare to earlier severe droughts in the instrumental
record for North America? For the 20th century, two large-scale
droughts of notable intensity and duration occurred: the Dust
Bowl drought of the 1930s and the southern Great Plains/
Southwest drought of the 1950s (McGregor, 1985; Andreadis
et al., 2005; Seager et al., 2005; Stahle et al., 2007). These are
useful benchmark events for placing the 21st-century drought
in its modern instrumental period context.
Copyright ß 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Based on intensity and spatial coverage, the most severe 21stcentury drought year occurred in 2002, with more than 50% of
the coterminous USA under moderate to severe drought
conditions (Lawrimore and Stephens, 2003). To compare this
year with others in the 20th century, gridded instrumental Palmer
Drought Severity Indices (PDSI; Palmer, 1965; Heim, 2002), used
by Cook et al. (2004) for tree ring reconstruction were examined
back to 1900 over the USA. The number of grid points of summer
PDSI that exceeded a drought threshold of PDSI < 1.0 (incipient
or more severe drought; Palmer, 1965) was tallied for each year
and expressed as a percentage of the total number of grid points to
produce a Drought Area Index (DAI; Mitchell et al., 1979; Cook
et al., 1997, 2004). For 2002, the DAI calculated this way was
59%, a number quite comparable to the >50% area reported by
Lawrimore and Stephens (2003). In contrast, the Dust Bowl
drought in 1934 and the Great Plains/Southwest drought in 1954
covered 77% and 62% of the USA, respectively. Both exceed the
area covered by the 21st-century drought in 2002. Thus, for the
USA as a whole, the 2002 drought year was not unprecedented.
These comparisons do not change much if the DAI comparisons
are restricted to the West. When this is done, the DAIs for 1934,
1954 and 2002 are 93%, 75%, and 82%, respectively. The 2002
drought year now exceeds 1954, but not 1934, for the West. Thus
the 1934 Dust Bowl drought year remains the single-year
benchmark in terms of severity and spatial extent of drought over
the USA and the West since 1900, as measured by the PDSI.
The duration of droughts is more difficult to estimate
precisely owing to the complexity of drought variability over
space and time (cf. the Fig. 3 maps) and because inter-annual
variability tends to punctuate otherwise dry multi-year intervals
with occasional wet years. See Cole et al. (2002), Fye et al.
(2003), Andreadis et al. (2005) and Herweijer et al. (2007) for
discussions on how to estimate drought duration over the USA.
J. Quaternary Sci., (2009)
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Suffice to say, there is no unique solution for calculating
drought duration. Thus Stahle et al. (2007) estimated that the
Dust Bowl drought lasted from 1929 to 1940 (12 years) and the
southern Great Plains/Southwest drought from 1951 to 1964
(14 years). In contrast, Seager et al. (2005) defined the Dust
Bowl and southern Great Plains/Southwest droughts as
occurring from 1932 to 1939 (8 years) and from 1948 to
1957 (10 years), and Andreadis et al. (2005) estimated the same
two droughts as occurring from 1932 to 1938 (7 years) and from
1950 to 1957 (8 years). The 21st-century drought began around
1999 and is still in progress, so its current 10-year duration must
be viewed as comparable to the previous two droughts within
the limits of how duration is estimated. Should the current
drought persist, and perhaps even intensify as suggested by
model projections (Seager et al., 2007b), the 21st-century
drought may yet emerge as an unprecedented event compared
to the exceptional droughts of the 20th century. Only time will
tell in this regard.

How does the 21st-century drought
compare to droughts over the past
millennium?
There is abundant evidence now that some droughts in North
America prior to the 20th century were remarkably more severe
compared to anything we have experienced since that time.
Perhaps the most famous example is the ‘Great Drouth’ (sic) of
AD 1276–1299 described by A. E. Douglass (1929, 1935) as the
likely cause of the abandonment of Anasazi cliff dwellings
across the Colorado Plateau. This 24-year drought easily
exceeds the duration of the worst 20th-century droughts
described earlier. Weakley (1965) found evidence for an even
longer 38-year drought lasting from AD 1276 to 1313 in
Nebraska that may have been a more prolonged northerly
extension of the ‘Great Drouth’. Whether or not these droughts
are manifestations of the same event, they pale in comparison
to two extraordinary droughts discovered by Stine (1994) in
California that lasted more than two centuries before AD 1112
and more than 140 years before AD 1350 (each based on many
calibrated radiocarbon dates with approximate 50-year
standard deviations). The durations of these ‘Stine droughts’
were based on the number of annual rings in relic tree stumps
rooted in present-day lakes, marshes and streams on the east
side of the Sierra Nevada mountains, solid first-order evidence
of the minimum duration of each megadrought because the
sampled tree species cannot live with their roots in water. Each
of these ‘megadroughts’ (by modern standards droughts of
unusually long duration that typically exceed those observed in
the instrumental records; Woodhouse and Overpeck, 1998;
Stahle et al., 2000) falls in the so-called Medieval Warm Period
(MWP) popularised by Hubert Lamb (1965) as a period of
unusual warmth in Europe and drier-than-average summers in
England and Wales.
Interest in Lamb’s MWP has typically revolved around its
warmth relative to today (e.g. Crowley and Lowery, 2000;
Mann and Jones, 2003; Mann et al., 2003) and its global extent
(e.g. Hughes and Diaz, 1994; Bradley et al., 2001; Broecker,
2001; Osborn and Briffa, 2006). (See Jansen et al. (2007) for a
comprehensive evaluation of the evidence for an MWP and its
comparison to today’s warming.) However, Stine (1994)
pointed out that too much emphasis was being placed on
temperature change during the MWP at the expense of
evidence for highly unusual hydroclimatic variability at the
same time in other parts of the world. He therefore suggested
Copyright ß 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

that the MWP moniker be replaced by the more general
‘Medieval Climate Anomaly’ (or MCA) moniker to avoid
prejudicing future palaeoclimatic analyses. This suggestion is
now being taken to heart with the growing realization that
unusual hydroclimatic variability may be an even more
important characteristic of the MCA (Graham et al., 2007;
Herweijer et al., 2007; Seager et al., 2007a).
Past megadroughts, both during and subsequent to the MCA
period (defined here as falling principally in the AD 900–1300
period; Cook et al., 2004), have been reported now over much
of the USA since the work of Douglass (1929, 1935) and Stine
(1994) (e.g. Grissino-Mayer, 1996; Laird et al., 1996; Cronin
et al., 2000; Stahle et al., 2000; Benson et al., 2002; Mason
et al., 2004; Yuan et al., 2004; Pederson et al., 2005; Booth
et al., 2006). However, the joint temporal and spatial properties
of these megadroughts were not adequately described until the
development of the North American Drought Atlas (NADA;
Cook and Krusic, 2004). The NADA is a set of annually resolved
summer (June–August) PDSI reconstructions from tree rings
estimated on a 286-point 2.58  2.58 regular grid that covers
most of North America (Fig. 4(a)) (see Cook et al., 1999, for the
basic methodology used to develop the reconstructions for the
NADA). Depending on the region of the grid, the PDSI
reconstructions in the NADA are several centuries to a
millennium or more in length, with the majority of the longest
reconstructions extending back through the MCA being found
in the West (the area within the irregular polygon in Fig. 4(a)).
Cook et al. (2004) transformed the gridded summer PDSI
reconstructions in the irregular polygon into estimates of area
affected by drought each year (DAI based on a PDSI < 1
threshold as before) and produced the time series shown in
Fig. 4(b) (redrawn from Cook et al., 2004). While the annual
values indicated in Fig. 4(b) are important for understanding the
details of drought history over the West, the real story is
expressed in the solid black curve (60-year low-pass filtered
DAI). The MCA period stands out clearly this way as an
extended period of elevated aridity over the West that has not
been matched since AD 1300. The horizontal red and blue
lines show the difference in DAI between the MCA and the 20th
century up through 2003. The difference between those means
is highly significant (P < 0.001) and translates into a 41%
increase in area affected by drought in the West during the MCA
relative to the 20th century (Cook et al., 2004). All of this
happened prior to the strong greenhouse gas warming that
began with the Industrial Revolution, but perhaps similar to
today also during a period of above-average warmth in the
West (the MWP; Lamb, 1965; LaMarche, 1974). However, as
for the case of future drying, it is probable that the
megadroughts were driven by a decrease in precipitation.
Higher temperatures, for which there is only tenuous evidence
in the West during the MCA, could contribute by increasing
evaporative demand and reducing soil moisture, but are
unlikely to be able to create megadroughts acting alone. While
model projections of future drying and MCA megadroughts
may be comparable in the hydrological sense, they have
different causes. Future drying in the models is a consequence
of overall global warming and how it impacts the atmospheric
circulation and hydrological cycle, but there is no evidence that
the MCA was a time of global warming of strength comparable
to the current day or model projections of the current century.
Proxy records indicate a cold MCA in the tropical Pacific
Ocean (Cobb et al., 2003) as well. While that is also a
characteristic of the 21st-century drought (Seager, 2007), it is
not clear from the models whether this pattern will persist in the
future (Vecchi et al., 2008).
The NADA has transformed our understanding of past
droughts over much of North America, but there are ways that it
J. Quaternary Sci., (2009)
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Figure 4 Long-term aridity changes in the West as reported by Cook et al. (2004). The top figure shows the overall map covered by the North
American Drought Atlas and the area inside the irregular polygon referred to as the West. The bottom figure shows the Drought Area Index (DAI;
percent area covered by PDSI < 1 each year) over time in the West as reconstructed by tree rings, both annual in pale brown and 60-year low-pass
filtered in black. The dashed blue curves are two-tailed 95% confidence intervals for the latter. The red and blue lines are mean DAI for the MCA (ca.
AD 900–1300) and the 20th century out to 2003, respectively. This record shows that the MCA (ca. AD 900–1300) was much more arid on average
than the 20th century. Redrawn from Cook et al. (2004, 2007)

can be significantly improved. For example, it would be useful
to:
 have more complete coverage over North America at far
higher spatial resolution to better quantify the spatial properties of drought back in time;
 improve the tree ring network used for reconstruction to
provide better and longer drought reconstructions extending
back into the MCA period at the majority of the grid points;
 make the instrumental data grid ‘living’ so that the grid can be
seamlessly updated as new data arrive;
 keep the drought reconstructions current by ‘blending’ them
with the instrumental data to enable operational drought
monitoring and assessment.
All of these desirable features are now being incorporated in
the new ‘Living Blended Drought Atlas’ (LBDA), which is
nearing completion. Figure 5 shows maps of the original NADA
(Fig. 5(a)) and the new LBDA (Fig. 5(b)). The increases in spatial
coverage, grid resolution and number of tree ring chronologies
used are substantial. In addition, mechanisms for continuously
updating the instrumental data are now in place.
The instrumental data grid used in the LBDA is based now on
5638 monthly temperature and 7848 monthly precipitation
station records from the USA, Canada and Mexico that have all
been checked for outliers and the temperature data biasadjusted where needed. Gridded monthly normals were
Copyright ß 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

created from the station normals using trivariate thin-plate
spline interpolation using the ANUSPLIN program (Hutchinson, 1995). Monthly temperature and precipitation
anomalies from the normals of each station were gridded
using inverse distance interpolation. The gridded normals and
anomalies were then added together to produce the gridded
fields of temperature and precipitation data for each month and
year. The monthly PDSIs used here for reconstruction were then
calculated using the temperature and precipitation fields and
soil moisture field capacity estimates from Dunne and Willmott
(1996, 2000).
The new gridded summer PDSI reconstructions for the LBDA
were developed from the tree ring network (Fig. 5(b)) using the
‘point-by-point regression’ procedures described in Cook et al.
(1999). The calibration period used for developing the
regression-based transfer functions was 1928–1978 and the
verification period for testing the accuracy of the tree ring
estimates was 1895–1927. The calibration and verification tests
reported here are typical of those used for assessing the quality
of dendroclimatic reconstructions (e.g. Michaelsen, 1987;
Meko, 1997; Cook et al., 1999): CRSQ (calibration period
coefficient of multiple determination or R2), CVRE (calibration
period reduction of error calculated by leave-one-out crossvalidation), VRSQ (verification period square of the Pearson
correlation or r2), VRE (verification period reduction of error)
and VCE (verification period coefficient of efficiency). As such,
they can be interpreted as expressions of shared variance
J. Quaternary Sci., (2009)
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Figure 5 The old NADA drought grid and tree ring network (a) vs. the new LBDA drought grid and tree ring network (b). The California–Nevada
(Region A) and the Mississippi Valley (Region B) areas examined for megadroughts are indicated. See the text for details

between the actual data and the tree ring estimates. However,
unlike CRSQ, which can never be negative, CVRE, VRSQ (by
retaining the sign of r after squaring), VRE and VCE can also
have negative values, indicating that there is no skill in the
estimates.
Maps showing the calibration and verification results over
the full North American grid are shown in Fig. 6. Only CVRE is
shown for the calibration period because it is a more
conservative and less biased expression of goodness-of-fit.
White areas in the grid indicate places where calibration and/or
verification failed (CVRE < 0, VRSQ with P > 0.10, VRE < 0,
VCE < 0). Assessing ‘true’ failure in the verification period is
more difficult to determine, however, because the number of
the meteorological stations reporting temperature and precipitation data used for calculating PDSI declines markedly prior to
1930 over large areas of northern Canada, Alaska and Mexico.
For this reason, all reconstructions are left in the LBDA with the
belief that the quality of some may be higher than their
verification statistics indicate.
The calibration map indicates that 95% of the grid points
achieved a CVRE > 0, with a median value of 0.29. For VRSQ,
VRE and VCE, the percent successful outcomes decreased to
59% (median VRSQ ¼ 0.23), 53% (median VRE ¼ 0.21) and
Copyright ß 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

39% (median VCE ¼ 0.20), respectively. However, performance is geographically variable, with Alaska and western
Canada verifying reasonably well. When the region is
restricted to the 30–508 N latitude band, where almost all
grid points successfully calibrate and verify, median CVRE,
VRSQ, VRE and VCE all increase, to 0.43, 0.33, 0.31, and 0.27,
respectively. These values are comparable to those reported by
Cook et al. (1999) for the coterminous USA only.

Regional examples of megadroughts in the
new Living Blended Drought Atlas
Two examples of how the new LBDA can inform us more
completely about the temporal and spatial properties of past
Medieval megadroughts over North America will be shown
next. The geographic areas chosen are also located in Fig. 5(b):
California–Nevada (A) and the Mississippi Valley (B). The
former will revisit the Stine droughts and show how the
new drought atlas can provide detailed insights into
the temporal and spatial properties of drought and wetness
J. Quaternary Sci., (2009)
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Figure 6 Calibration and verification maps for the new Living Blended Drought Atlas. The CVRE map is for the calibration period (1928–1978) and
the VRSQ, VRE and VCE maps are for the verification period (1895–1927). Areas of white indicate regions with no meaningful calibration and/or
verification. See the text for details

over North America associated with those events. The latter
will examine a geographically and climatically different
area located more so in the agriculturally important US
Midwest. As shown previously by Stahle et al. (2007) in the
old NADA, this area too has experienced megadroughts in
the past.
For each geographic area, the mean reconstruction will also
be compared to the mean instrumental data for the calibration
and verification periods to provide some level of confidence in
the fidelity of the reconstruction (cf. Stahle et al., 2007). Note
that the data in the reconstructions will be all instrumental after
1978, in keeping with the living property of the LBDA. The
reconstructions have also been rescaled to recover lost variance
due to regression. This enables them to be directly blended with
the instrumental data after 1978. The calibration and verification tests are the same as described above, only here they have
been calculated for both the annual and 10-year low-pass
filtered data. No reduction in degrees of freedom due to
smoothing has been determined because the tests on the filtered
data are being made strictly for qualitative comparison to those
based on the annual data.
Copyright ß 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Region A: California–Nevada
California–Nevada (Region A; Fig. 5(b)) contains the area
affected by the two exceptional Stine (1994) droughts. As stated
earlier, these droughts lasted more than two centuries before
AD 1112 and more than 140 years before AD 1350 (each end
date 50 years, 1 SD), separated by a wet period that
presumably killed the trees (by drowning of the roots)
established during the first drought period. Since the reconstructions in the LBDA over California–Nevada all extend back
to the BC–AD boundary, we can independently determine the
timing and duration of these remarkable megadroughts now.
The mean reconstruction is compared to the mean instrumental series for the calibration (1928–1978) and verification
(1895–1927) periods in Fig. 7(a). The number of half-degree
grid points contained within this grid box is 253. It is clear that
the annual tree ring estimates averaged over the box match the
actual data extremely well in both the calibration (R2 ¼ 0.79,
CVRE ¼ 0.78) and verification (r2 ¼ 0.52, RE ¼ 0.48, CE ¼ 0.45)
periods. The filtered data match even better (R2 ¼ 0.90,
CVRE ¼ 0.89, r2 ¼ 0.84, RE ¼ 0.78, CE ¼ 0.71). These results
J. Quaternary Sci., (2009)
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Figure 7 California–Nevada drought as reconstructed from tree rings in the new living blended drought atlas. The upper graph shows the mean actual
vs. mean estimated drought over the area shown in Fig. 5(b). The middle graph shows the mean reconstruction from AD 800 to 2005 with the suggested
time period of the two Stine megadroughts. The lower graph shows the maps of PDSI for the Stine megadrought periods and the intervening pluvial. See
the text for details

lend confidence to the interpretation of the full record as a
reliable series of past drought over California and Nevada.
Figure 7(b) shows the mean reconstruction just back to AD
800 after being 10-year and 50-year low-pass filtered to
emphasize the occurrence of megadroughts. In so doing, it is
possible to pick out the likely intervals covered by the two Stine
droughts (Stine no. 1: AD 832–1074; Stine no. 2: AD 1122–
1299) and the intervening pluvial (AD 1075–1121) that killed
Copyright ß 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

the first group of trees. These dates enclose those determined by
Graham and Hughes (2007) (AD 900–1009 and AD 1176–
1274) for more geographically targeted reconstruction of the
Mono Lake Medieval low stands based on a one grid point
reconstruction from the original NADA located at 37.58 N,
1208 W. These differences are not necessarily in conflict,
however, because the estimated timing of the Mono Lake low
stands may simply be reflecting the driest subperiods within the
J. Quaternary Sci., (2009)
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two more geographically extensive megadrought epochs over
California and Nevada. While the start and end dates assigned
here to the Stine droughts may not be exact, they fall within the
radiocarbon uncertainties of Stine’s original termination dates
(AD 1112 and AD 1350  50, 1 SD) and have durations
(243 and 178 years) consistent with those reported by Stine
(>200 and >140 years). The pluvial sandwiched between the
two droughts is consequently determined here to have lasted
47 years.
Figure 7(c) shows the spatial patterns of drought and wetness
over most of North America during the Stine drought and
pluvial epochs. Each drought shows protracted dryness over
California and Nevada as expected, with the footprint of the first
drought being more spatially restricted there. In both cases, the
overall pattern of PDSI is remarkably similar, with wet
conditions in the US Northwest and Canada, the southern
Great Plains and the Northeast, and dry conditions in the
Mississippi Valley, Central Great Plains and Southeast. The
spatial similarities between the two Stine drought maps suggest
a common set of forcings. In contrast, the pluvial shows a
pattern of persistent wetness projecting into California from the
northeast, but drought and wetness elsewhere similar to that
found during the droughts. Understanding the causes of these
remarkable MCA megadroughts during a period of no
significant anthropogenic climate forcing (but still in a warmer
world perhaps) ought to be a high priority given the model
projections of increasing aridity in the Southwest due to
anticipated greenhouse warming (Seager et al., 2007b). At the
same time, it is just as scientifically interesting to ask what
abrupt changes caused the pluvial to begin and end.
It is notable that the spatial patterns associated with the two
extended Californian–Nevada droughts are distinctly different
from that of the shorter MCA megadroughts such as that at the
end of the 13th century, one in the middle of the 12th century
and others (Herweijer et al., 2007). These tended to have
similar spatial patterns to modern-day droughts and impacted
all of Southwestern North America and the Plains with wet
conditions to the north. That pattern has been used to argue that
the causes of these megadroughts were similar to the causes of
the modern droughts: sustained tropical SST anomalies and, in
particular, a more La Niña-like state of the tropical Pacific
Ocean (Seager et al., 2007a). However, tropical ocean forcing
cannot easily explain the continental patterns of North
American hydroclimate associated with the California–Nevada
extended megadroughts.

Region B: Mississippi Valley
The Mississippi Valley (Region B; Fig. 5(b)) has not received as
much attention as the West regarding past megadroughts.
Stahle et al. (2000) described the occurrence of a late 16thcentury megadrought there that may have propagated northward from Mexico. However, relatively few Mississippi Valley
tree ring chronologies beginning before AD 1500 were
available for PDSI reconstruction in the original NADA. This
prompted Stahle et al. (2007) to restrict their examination of
megadroughts prior to AD 1500 to the West. An updated
version of the original NADA has now been produced on the
same 2.58 grid (NADAv2a; http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/
paleo/pd08plot.pl) based on the greatly expanded tree ring
network used subsequently in the LBDA. NADAv2a revealed
the occurrence of significant ‘Mississippian’ megadroughts in
the 14th and 15th centuries as well (Cook et al., 2007). Given
the agricultural and commercial importance of the greater
Mississippi Valley region, the new LBDA will be used now to
Copyright ß 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

examine in more detail the likely occurrence of megadroughts
there over the past millennium.
The mean reconstruction is compared to the mean instrumental series for the calibration and verification periods in
Fig. 8(a). The number of half-degree grid points contained
within this somewhat larger grid box is 467. As was the case for
California–Nevada, the annual tree ring estimates match the
actual data well in both the calibration (R2 ¼ 0.88,
CVRE ¼ 0.87) and verification (r2 ¼ 0.70, RE ¼ 0.45, CE ¼
0.45) periods. The filtered data match even better (R2 ¼ 0.92,
CVRE ¼ 0.91, r2 ¼ 0.91, RE ¼ 0.78, CE ¼ 0.77). These results
also lend confidence to the interpretation of the full record as a
reliable series of past drought over the Mississippi Valley.
Figure 8(b) shows the mean reconstruction back to AD 900
after being 10-year and 50-year low-pass filtered to emphasise
the occurrence of megadroughts, as before. While the mean
reconstruction extends back to AD 490, the number of grid
points with data over most of the domain only extend back
usefully to AD 900. Three megadrought periods are highlighted
as likely to have occurred in AD 940–985 (46 years), AD 1100–
1247 (148 years) and AD 1340–1400 (61 years). In all three
cases, both the 10- and 50-year low-pass filtered curves are
below the zero line (indicating drier conditions) for the full
periods selected here. These droughts are consistent in timing
and duration with inferred megadroughts in the northern Great
Plains based on elevated salinity (i.e., reduced rainfall) periods
in Moon Lake, Coldwater Lake and Rice Lake in North Dakota
(Laird et al., 1996; Fritz et al., 2000). The middle and late period
droughts have also been implicated in the collapse of the
Cahokia culture in the Mississippi Valley, based on the analysis
of the NADAv2a data (Benson et al., 2007, 2009). Other serious
droughts in the mid 15th and late 16th centuries previously
described by Cook et al. (2007) and Stahle et al. (2007) are also
apparent, but will not be addressed further.
Figure 8(c) shows the spatial patterns of these three
‘Mississippian’ megadroughts that largely fall in the MCA
period. Each drought shows protracted dryness over the
Mississippi Valley, as expected, with extensions into the
southeastern USA and southeastern Canada. The map for AD
1100–1247 also indicates an extension of prolonged drought
into the northern Great Plains, consistent with the megadrought
reported by Laird et al. (1996) for North Dakota. In contrast,
wetter conditions are indicated for parts of the northeastern
USA during all three Mississippian megadroughts. However,
the spatial pattern in the West changes over time from drier to
wetter conditions by the time of the AD 1340–1400
Mississippian megadrought. This suggests that some changes
were underway in the coupled ocean–atmosphere system as
climate was moving from the MCA period into the cooler Little
Ice Age. Again, the spatial pattern associated with the
Mississippian megadroughts is different from that associated
with typical tropical SST-forced droughts of the instrumental
period. The long record also indicates that drought in the
agriculturally and commercially important Mississippi Valley
has been far worse in the past compared to anything we have
experienced over the relatively short instrumental record. This
is a justifiable cause for concern.

Causes and implications for the future
The occurrence of remarkable megadroughts in geographically
separate regions of North America during the MCA period and
the transition into the Little Ice Age is very troubling. The
climate system clearly has the capacity to get ‘stuck’ in droughtJ. Quaternary Sci., (2009)
DOI: 10.1002/jqs
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Figure 8 Mississippi Valley drought as reconstructed from tree rings in the new Living Blended Drought Atlas. The upper graph shows the mean
actual vs. mean estimated drought over the area shown in Fig. 5(b). The middle graph shows the mean reconstruction from AD 900 to 2005 with three
megadrought periods indicated. The lower graph shows the maps of PDSI for the three megadrought periods. See the text for details

inducing modes over North America that can last several
decades to a century or more. There is an excellent
understanding now that the multi-year historical droughts in
the West are frequently linked to cool La Niña-like sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) in the tropical Pacific El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) region (e.g. Cole et al., 2002; Fye et al.,
2004; Seager et al., 2005; Herweijer et al., 2006; Cook et al.,
2007; Herweijer and Seager, 2008), the turn of the century
drought being the most recent example (Seager, 2007). There is
Copyright ß 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

also a strong indication that inter-annual drought and wetness
in the Mississippi Valley are associated with the state of the
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (Fye et al., 2006). Recent
modelling studies by Seager et al. (2008a) and Feng et al. (2008)
have also tested the influence of both Atlantic and Pacific SSTs
on the development of drought in North America. Their results
suggest that either a cold tropical Pacific or a warm North
Atlantic can produce droughts. Feng et al. (2008) argued that
both are probably necessary to produce the intensity and
J. Quaternary Sci., (2009)
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longevity of megadroughts in North America. Despite
improved understanding of the causes of droughts on the
multi-year to decadal timescale, the causes during the
Medieval period of multi-decadal droughts grouped together
in a period that lasted centuries remain largely unknown.
On longer than multi-year timescales, McCabe et al. (2004)
and Huang et al. (2005) have argued that Pacific decadal
variability (sometimes called the Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO); Mantua et al., 1997) and the Atlantic Multi-decadal
Oscillation (AMO; Enfield et al., 2001) are important
contributors to the low-frequency modulation of wetness and
dryness over North America. Since the PDO (20–30 years) and
the AMO (65–80 years) have timescales of variability consistent
with the duration of past megadroughts, it is conceivable that
they have contributed to the development of those epochs.
However, the PDO could also be just a low-frequency version
of ENSO (Zhang et al., 1997), so it need not necessarily be an
independent contributor to low-frequency drought variability
over North America. The AMO may be a different matter based
on the modelling results of Sutton and Hodson (2005, 2007),
Feng et al. (2008) and Seager et al. (2008a), which all showed
that warm tropical North Atlantic SSTs can induce drying over
western and southern North America. In addition, Dong et al.
(2006) suggest that the AMO may even modulate ENSO on
multi-decadal timescales via the impact it has on winds over the
tropical Pacific Ocean. It remains unclear, however, whether
these natural phenomena could give rise to the centennial
timescale variations seen in the North American drought record
or whether external forcing must be appealed to.
Marine coral records from the core ENSO region of the
tropical Pacific also support the concept of decadal and longer
ENSO variability during the last millennium (Cobb et al., 2003),
with some indication that the MCA period experienced
persistent La Niña-like SST conditions that would be
drought-inducing over North America. Modelling experiments
conducted by Seager et al. (2008b) indicate that tropical Pacific
SSTs reconstructed from fossil coral d18O isotope measurements for the 1320–1462 period can produce significant
droughts over North America that are consistent with the multidecadal tree ring reconstructed MCA megadroughts within this
period in terms of amplitude and spatial pattern. However, the
detailed, temporal, model–data match-up was poor, indicating
a potential role for forcing from other ocean basins, as
suggested by Feng et al. (2008). Further, the cause of this
unusual period of cool La Niña-like SSTs during the MCA
period is not adequately understood.
Model experiments using the Zebiak–Cane ENSO model
(Zebiak and Cane, 1987) forced by a combination of lowfrequency solar irradiance and episodic pulses of explosive
volcanism have produced persistent La Niña-like SSTs during
the MCA period of strong solar irradiance and weaker
volcanism than in the following centuries (Mann et al.,
2005; Emile-Geay et al., 2007). One notable event was an
interruption of North American drought by an El Niño induced
by the massive 1258 eruption (Emile-Geay et al., 2008). The
basic mechanism in the Zebiak–Cane model that leads to the
development of cool La Niña-like SSTs in response to positive
solar forcing is a strong Bjerknes feedback. In the west Pacific
warm pool, where the thermocline is deep and upwelling is
weak, SSTs warm to balance the stronger solar radiation with
increased evaporation. In the eastern equatorial Pacific the SST
warming is partially offset by upwelling of cool water in the
equatorial Pacific cold tongue. Hence, in response to increased
insolation, the west warms by more than the east. This increases
the east–west SST gradient, which forces a stronger Walker
circulation and sets in motion a positive Bjerknes feedback: as
the Walker circulation intensifies, upwelling increases, and the
Copyright ß 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

thermocline shoals in the east, which together cause actual
cooling of SSTs in the east, i.e. the development of a La Niñalike state. The process by which the Bjerknes feedback creates a
La Niña-like response to positive radiative forcing has been
described as an ‘ocean dynamical thermostat’ by Clement et al.
(1996) (see also Cane et al., 1997; Cane, 2005).
Enhanced radiative forcing over the tropical Pacific appears
to stimulate the dynamical themostat both in modern times
(Clement et al., 1996) and in MCA times, based on model
experiments (Mann et al., 2005; Emile-Geay et al., 2007). In
each case, serious droughts over the West have occurred. This
appears not to be a coincidence, but much more still needs to
be learned about the coupled ocean–atmosphere conditions
during the MCA period before we can be certain. This
mechanism for drying of western parts of North America is
distinct from that working in model projections of 21st-century
climate. The models used in IPCC AR4 do not robustly predict a
shift to a more El Niño-like or more La Niña-like state, with
some models going one way and others going the other way,
but with almost all of them drying the subtropics in general,
including southwestern North America. As explained by Held
and Soden (2006) and Seager et al. (2007b) the modelprojected drying arises from overall planetary warming and not
by any change in the spatial patterns of tropical SSTs. Of course,
it is possible that the model projections of tropical SSTs are
wrong and that in nature the dynamical thermostat will cause
less warming of eastern equatorial Pacific SSTs than elsewhere
and create a more La Niña-like ocean state in the current
century. However, doubts about how ENSO will change in the
future makes any such pronouncement highly uncertain at this
time (Cane, 2005; Collins et al., 2005; Vecchi et al., 2008).
Further, it is not clear if a shift to a more La Niña-like state in the
current century will make drying in southwestern North
America, and the subtropics in general, more or less extreme
than that induced by overall warming alone.

Conclusions and recommendations
There is no question now that profound megadroughts have
occurred in North America during the last millennium,
principally during MCA times and into the early part of the
Little Ice Age. These droughts have occurred without any need
for enhanced radiative forcing due to anthropogenic greenhouse gas forcing. There are additional model-based results
suggesting that the MCA megadroughts were associated with
enhanced warming during a time of increased solar irradiance.
A ‘dynamical thermostat’ response to this warming in a model
resulted in the development of prolonged La Niña-like SSTs in
the eastern tropical Pacific (Mann et al., 2005; Emile-Geay
et al., 2007). IPCC model projections also indicate the
likelihood that the subtropical dry zones will both dry and
expand poleward (Meehl et al., 2007) as warming increases
due to greenhouse gas forcing, with the US Southwest
becoming increasingly dry in the future (Seager et al.,
2007b). While there is no guarantee that the response of the
climate system to greenhouse gas forcing will result in
megadroughts of the kind experienced by North America in
the past, the IPCC model projections are not comforting.
To the degree that drought over large parts of North America
is controlled by ENSO, both past and present, the need to know
more precisely how ENSO variability and the mean tropical
Pacific climate state have changed in the past and will likely
change in the future is critically important. Linking together
tropical Pacific coral records of past ENSO variability and
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tropical Pacific climate to form a complete annual record of
change over the past millennium (Cobb et al., 2003) would
greatly enhance our ability to test the linkages between the
tropical Pacific and past drought in North America and
elsewhere around the globe (Herweijer and Seager, 2008).
Current climate model projections of ENSO and the tropical
Pacific climate in response to global warming are also too
inconsistent and need to be improved (Cane, 2005; Collins
et al., 2005; Vecchi et al., 2008). The influence of the North
Atlantic SSTs and the AMO on drought over North America also
needs to be better understood. Improving the palaeoclimate
estimates of past SSTs in the North Atlantic would be an
important step in that direction. Finally, expanding the tree ring
drought atlas to other parts of the globe will help greatly by
providing a more global footprint of past extra-tropical drought
for analysis, modelling and hypothesis testing.
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